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Key Market Indices  Key Statistics 

         
         
 Value Change % Change   Value Change % Change 

         
Dow Jones  12,604.45  +213.97 +1.73  Nikkei  14,341.12  -94.45 -0.65 

S&P 500   1,404.05  +26.85 +1.95  Hang Seng  24,255.29  +132.04 +0.55 

Nasdaq   2,549.94  +46.80 +1.87  Shanghai  3,351.65  -18.27 -0.54 

S&P/TSX   14,982.91  +292.45 +1.99  TWSE   8,738.46  +110.66 +1.28 

FT 
 

 5,995.30  +25.20 +0.42  KOSPI   1,832.31  -1.50 -0.08 

CAC 40   4,907.06  -8.01 -0.16  STI  3,143.89  +9.09 +0.29 

DAX  6,941.83  -23.60 -0.34  KLCI  1,223.56  -29.56 -2.36 
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Company 
Price 
(S$) 

Target
Price 
(S$) 

Percent 
Upside  

 
Keppel 
Corp 11.86 12.76 8% 
 
 
Sembcorp 
Marine 4.57 4.87 7% 
 
United 
Fiber 0.21 0.31 48% 
 
 
Venture 10.22 14.60 43%  

Top Buys 
 

On the Platter 

- Oil & Gas: Seadrill contracts divided equally between the two players 

• Keppel Corp: Hat trick win in a week (BUY\S$11.86\Target 

S$12.76) 

• Sembcorp Marine: Clinched US$430m Seadrill contract 

(BUY\S$4.57\Target S$4.87) 

- United Fiber System: Pulp Fiction No More (BUY\S$0.21\Target 

S$0.31) 

- Venture Corp: Mythbusters (BUY\S$10.22\Target S$14.60) 

Media Highlights 

- Olam shares slide on news of convertible bond issue    

- Kohlberg Kravis Roberts close to buying Unisteel  

Economic Highlights 

- US manufacturers passing on rising costs  

Insider Trade Highlights 5 Jun 08 
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Intraday Chart 
 

Market Report 

 
The STI Index closed 9.09 points higher at 3,143.89 yesterday, a 0.3% increase 
over the previous day. Volume of shares traded was notably thin, sliding 18.7% 
(-230.4m) to 1.0b worth a 15.8% drop in value of S$1.4b (-S$253.6m). Losers 
outpaced gainers 268 to 234, with 1,036 stocks unchanged. Financials were in 
mixed territory, as UOB fell 0.6% (-S$0.12) to S$19.54, while DBS rose 1.1% 
(+S$0.22) to S$19.78 and OCBC remained unchanged at S$8.56. The property 
sector echoed the performance of financials, as CapitaLand climbed 3.4% 
(+S$0.21) to S$6.36 and Keppel Land jumped 3.9% (+S$0.20) to S$5.36, while 
City Developments edged down 0.9% (-S$0.10) to S$11.10. 
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 On the Platter 
  
  

 
Oil & Gas: Seadrill contracts divided equally between the two players 
Keppel Corp: Hat trick win in a week (BUY\S$11.86\Target S$12.76) 
Sembcorp Marine: Clinched US$430m Seadrill contract (BUY\S$4.57\Target S$4.87) 

 Serene Lim (62323897, serene.lim@dmgaps.com.sg) 
  

 Both Keppel Corp and Sembcorp Marine have announced contract awards from Seadrill for the 
construction of a total of 4 jack-up newbuilds this morning.  
 
The two units to be built at KFELS (wholly owned subsidiary of Keppel Corp) will be based on the 
KFELS Mod V ‘B’ design. The rated water depth is 400ft and drilling depth is 30,000ft. Deliveries are 
scheduled in June and November 2010 and the total contract price for the two units is approximately 
US$420m. These jack-ups will be the 5th and 6th jack-up orders that Seadrill has placed with KFELS. 
 
This is the 3rd contract that Keppel Corp has clinched within this week. This new order has brought 
Keppel’s new orders secured YTD to approximately S$3.4b, while net orderbook stands at S$14.6b. 
As these new orders translate to 57% of our FY08F assumed forecast of S$6.0b, we are keeping our 
forecasted earnings intact. We maintain our BUY rating on Keppel Corp at a target price of S$12.76. 
 
The two units to be built at PPL Shipyard (wholly owned subsidiary of Sembcorp Marine) will be based 
on the Baker Marine Pacific Class 375 Deep Drilling design. The rated water depth is 375ft and drilling 
depth is 30,000ft. Deliveries are scheduled in March and November 2010 and the total contract price 
for the units is approximately US$430m. These jack-ups will be the 2nd and 3rd jack-up orders that 
Seadrill has placed with PPL Shipyard. The first unit, the West Triton, was delivered on time and 
budget in early Jan 08 and is currently operating for Apache in Victoria, Australia.  
 
Sembcorp’s new orders secured YTD is approximately S$1.9b, translating to 42% of our FY08F 
assumed forecast of S$4.5b. Net orderbook stands at S$8.1b. We are keeping our forecasted 
earnings intact and maintain our BUY rating on Sembcorp Marine at a target price of S$4.87. 
 
We note that these contract awards embed option agreements for further jack-up newbuildings in 
2011. These newbuild orders affirm our opinion that the market for offshore drilling units will remain 
tight in the years to come, due to the following reasons: 1. The current jack-up order book is less than 
20% of the existing ageing fleet (which has an average age of 23 years), 2.The jack-up newbuild 
capacity before 2011 is limited as a result of tight yard capacity constraints, 3.The high oil prices bode 
well for deeper water E&P drilling, which in turn has resulted in sustained high rig utilisation and rates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

Keppel Corp 
 
FY Dec (SGD $’m) FY05 FY06 FY07 FY08F FY09F 
      
Turnover 5,688.4 7,600.9 10,431.0 10,796.1 12,131.7 

Net Profit  563.7 750.7 1,025.5 1,042.8 1,220.0 

% Chng YoY - 0.3 0.4 0.0 0.2 

EPS (cents) 35.4 47.2 64.5 65.6 76.7 

DPS (cents) 21.5 25.5 64.0 42.6 49.9 

Div Yield 1.8% 2.2% 5.4% 3.6% 4.2% 

ROE 15.5% 17.9% 19.7% 18.7% 20.6% 

ROA 4.5% 5.4% 6.5% 6.1% 6.8% 

PER (x) 33.5 25.1 18.4 18.1 15.5 

Source: Company, DMG estimates 

 

Sembcorp Marine 
 
FY Dec (SGD $’m) FY05 FY06 FY07 FY08F FY09F 
      
Turnover 2119.3 3545.0 4513.1 5520.7 5892.7 

Net Profit  121.4 238.4 241.0 478.1 522.7 

% Chng YoY - 96.4% 1.1% 98.4% 9.3% 

EPS (cents) 5.9 11.5 11.6 23.1 25.2 

DPS (cents) 5.4 8.9 8.7 17.3 18.9 

Div Yield 1.2% 1.9% 1.9% 3.8% 4.1% 

ROE 11.4% 17.8% 14.3% 25.1% 24.6% 

ROA 5.2% 7.0% 5.4% 9.6% 9.6% 

PER (x) 78.0 39.7 39.3 19.8 18.1 

Source: Company, DMG estimates 
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 United Fiber System: Pulp Fiction No More (BUY\S$0.21\Target S$0.31) 

 
Terence Wong (62323896, terence.wong@dmgaps.com.sg) 
Selena Leong (62323898, selena.leong@dmgaps.com.sg) 

  

 

Owns one of Indonesia’s largest forest concessions. Unifiber possesses 268,585 ha of forest 
concession rights in South Kalimantan - one of lndonesia’s largest forest concessions & plantations. 
According to management, UF is probably ranked number 3 in Indonesia in terms of forest 
concessions’ land area. The concession rights entitles it to plant, maintain, process and market 
products extracted from the concession area up to 26 February 2041.  
 
Well located for constant supply of wood raw material. Wood raw material costs make up 60-70% 
of total manufacturing costs, with the remaining comprising of labour costs, chemicals and energy 
costs. As such, variability in the price of wood will have the largest impact on costs and profitability. 
For Unifiber, the exposure to the variability of wood prices should be partially mitigated as it plans to 
source a large proportion of its wood raw material from its own plantations. Moreover, Unifiber’s pulp 
mill and wood chip mill are located in South Kalimantan where there are no nearby mills. As such, 
plantation owners in the vicinity have a greater probability of selling the harvested trees to Unifiber’s 
mills rather than elsewhere. The raw materials supplied by Unifiber’s plantation provide it with added 
bargaining power. 
 
Proximity to fast growing Asian market, particularly China. China is a major producer of paper 
and paperboard products. However, China’s lack of wood fibre means that it has to continue to rely on 
imported pulpwood and pulp to meet this demand. China’s import of pulp for paper has grown 272% 
over a 10 year period from 1996–2006. In terms of tonnage, that translates to 8.2m tonnes that China 
imported in 2006, according to Food & Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO). 
Unifiber’s proximity to China and other growing Asian markets mean that it would enjoy lower freight 
costs vis-à-vis its competitors in North and South America. 
 
Lower cost of production. According to management, Indonesia is one of the world’s most cost-
competitive countries for the production of pulp. The cash cost of production (excluding capital cost) of 
pulp mills in North America is estimated to be above US$600/tonne, versus above US$500/tonne in 
Korea, above US$350/tonne in China and between US$300-350/tonne in many pulp mills in 
Indonesia. Given the proximity of Unifiber’s pulp mill to its plantation, cost of production is expected to 
be well below US$250/tonne. 
 
Re-initiate with a BUY. Given that Unifiber has a few distinct businesses, we believe that a sum-of-
the-parts valuation is most relevant. We attain a fair value of S$0.31 per share, which implies a 47.6% 
upside from current levels. Unifiber has the additional kicker coming in from pulp mill PT MBBM when 
it starts in 2010. We re-initiate coverage on Unifiber with a BUY rating.  

  
 Venture Corp: Mythbusters (BUY\S$10.22\Target S$14.60) 

 Terence Wong (62323896, terence.wong@dmgaps.com.sg),  
James Lim (62323892, james.lim@dmgaps.com.sg) 

  
 CDO worries overblown. Venture has 2 CDOs, both of which do not hold subprime loans. They are 

largely interest bearing corporate bonds and management expects to get the principal sum back. One 
will be redeemable on 20 Jun 2008 while the other will mature on 20 Dec 2009. As it approaches 
maturity, there will be a “pull to par” effect, which will see it gravitating towards the original investment 
value (or host value). 
 
A weakening USD. The bulk of Venture’s customers are US-based, so it is only natural for investors 
to believe that Venture will be hit hard. But it is not as bad as most would imagine. It has managed 
forex well and in the past few quarters, there have been no forex losses. Management insisted that it 
has never dealt with any hedging or financial engineering, and has over the years managed to bring 
its forex into “equilibrium”. 
 
Falling US consumer confidence. A closer examination of Venture’s business reveals that US 
consumers will not have as big an impact as feared by many. It serves largely the commercial market 
and judging from the business momentum in the first quarter of 2008, it has escaped relatively 
unscathed. 
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Low-margined business? Contract manufacturing is highly commoditised and is characterised by 
razor thin margins. However, Venture has steered away successfully with its ODM strategy, which 
currently accounts for 35% of total revenue. This is expected to grow further in the years to come as 
its strategy crystallises. It has over 600 design engineers, probably the largest among Singapore 
contract manufacturers, and is well-respected for its R&D capabilities. 
 
Valuations. We are ascribing a 13.3x P/E to the stock which represents a 20% discount to its 5-year 
average of 16.6x P/E. This translates to a target price of S$14.60 which equates to an expected 
capital return of 42.8% and a prospective dividend yield of 5.9%. With the potential 48.7% upside, we 
are maintaining our BUY recommendation. 
 

 Source:  DMG & Partners Securities Pte Ltd 
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 MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS 
  
  
 Olam shares slide on news of convertible bond issue 

  
 Olam International shares took a hard knock yesterday as market expectations of an 

announcement on a major acquisition turned out to be news of a US$300 million convertible loan 
issue. On Wednesday, the stock, which has benefited from the market's play on commodities 
stocks, rose seven cents or 2.4 per cent to $2.98 on talk of a major acquisition in Ivory Coast's 
cotton sector before trading was halted in the afternoon pending an announcement. As it turned 
out, the announcement yesterday was not about an acquisition but instead was about the 
successful launch by Olam of a convertible bond issue to raise US$300 million, with an upsize 
option for an additional US$100 million. Reflecting possible market disappointment, the stock dived 
as much as 27 cents or 9 per cent to an intra-day low of $2.71 after trading resumed. It then closed 
at $2.76 for a loss of 22 cents or 7.4 per cent. About 20.5 million shares changed hands. 
 
Investors were also seen as being concerned about potential dilution from the convertible bond 
issue. In a research report yesterday, DBS Vickers cut its target price for Olam from $3.80 to $3.51 
to account for this scenario. Due in 2013, the bonds announced by Olam yesterday bear an annual 
coupon of one per cent and a yield-to-maturity of 4.5 per cent per annum. Bondholders can convert 
the instruments into ordinary shares of Olam at an initial conversion price of $3.8464. This 
represents a 30 per cent premium to the reference share price of $2.9588 at the launch. The 
supply chain manager of agricultural products and food ingredients said that it will use the net 
proceeds to finance investments, joint ventures and mergers and acquisitions for expansion. The 
funds will also go towards the payment of bank borrowings and loans, and general working capital 
and corporate purposes. 
 
Olam may receive US$295 million in net proceeds if there is no exercise of the upsize option. 
'Olam is now very well-positioned financially to capitalise on the numerous organic and acquisition 
growth opportunities open to us,' said group managing director Sunny Verghese. Optimistic on 
Olam's prospects, DBS Vickers maintained its 'buy' call on the counter. 'We believe that Olam may 
start to look at more sizeable (and therefore more impactful) acquisitions to grow their business,' 
said its report. The research house assumed that 'Olam will exercise its option to issue up to 
US$400 million in convertible bonds, which represents potential dilution of around 8.3 per cent'. In 
the meantime, news of Olam's expansion plans continued to emerge. CFO Ravi Kumar told 
Reuters yesterday that the firm has put in a bid for assets of Ivory Coast's cotton producer La 
Compagnie Cotonniere Ivoirienne, but the deal is not yet complete. 

  
 ST Engg unit wins 88.7m yuan Guangzhou deal 

  

 

Singapore Technologies Engineering (ST Engg) yesterday announced a contract win by its 
electronics arm as well as a marine joint venture to undertake a naval project. ST Electronics has 
been awarded a contract worth 88.7 million yuan (about S$17.5 million) to provide automatic fare 
collection (AFC) systems for Guangzhou Metro Line 3 North Extension in Guangzhou, the capital 
city of Guangdong province in China. The contract was secured through its subsidiary, ST 
Electronics-PCI Co Ltd. This is ST Electronics' fifth MRT project in Guangzhou. The contract was 
awarded by Guangzhou Metro Corporation. Meanwhile, ST Marine signed a joint venture 
agreement with James Fisher Defence Limited (JFD), a wholly owned subsidiary of James Fisher 
and Sons plc, to form First Response Marine Pte Ltd (FRM). Upon its incorporation, FRM will 
become an associated company of ST Marine. FRM will be a 50:50 joint venture company set up 
for the sole purpose of undertaking the approximately $400 million contract awarded to ST Marine 
by the Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN) for the provision of a ship and submarine rescue system 
and maintenance services, announced in March last year. 

  
 Kohlberg Kravis Roberts close to buying Unisteel 

  

 

A deal has been struck that would see Singapore disk drive component maker Unisteel Technology 
bought over by US private equity giant Kohlberg Kravis Roberts and Co (KKR), with negotiations 
already in the final stages, sources involved in the auction said yesterday. The news comes two 
days after trading of Unisteel's stock was halted, having risen over 10 per cent in the two days 
before it was suspended. Reuters said sources would not confirm how much KKR is paying for 
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Unisteel, which has a market capitalisation of US$520 million. Reuters said the two other private 
equity firms that were involved in the bidding were Bain Capital and Carlyle Group. If the deal goes 
through successfully, it would signify KKR's second purchase of a Singapore disk drive maker in 
the last 12 months, coming after KKR acquired local hard disk drive component maker MMI 
Holdings. 
 
In an announcement posted on the Singapore Exchange yesterday, Unisteel said that it had 
'entered into advanced stages of discussions' with an unidentified group that had earlier 
approached the company. Without giving further details, UniSteel executive chairman Bernard Toh 
Bee Yong said that another announcement about the deal would be made at the appropriate time 
in the event of any material developments. The halt in trading of Unisteel shares will also continue 
until further notice, Mr Toh wrote. 'When the halt in trading of the company's shares is lifted, 
shareholders are advised from taking any action in respect of their shares in the company which 
may be prejudicial to their interests, and to exercise caution when dealing in the shares,' he said. 

  
 Dayen diversifies into energy sector 

  

 

Waste treatment firm Dayen Environmental has jumped onto the energy bandwagon with a coal 
purchase valued at up to US$4.5 million. The deal, announced yesterday, is part of a diversification 
plan aimed at edging the loss-making company into the black due to higher margins and faster 
returns in the mining and oil and gas sectors, Dayen said at a news briefing yesterday. The 
company hopes to achieve double-digit margins from mining, said Fong Seok Phoy, who was 
recently appointed managing director of its mining and oil and gas divisions. He is joined by four 
new hires, including former Parkway Healthcare Group project development senior executive 
Anthony Lim, who will develop the new business divisions. Dayen said it has bought the coal from 
Indonesian trader PT Repindo Jagad Raya through its subsidiary Dayen Resources and is in talks 
to sell the coal to an undisclosed buyer. 
 
Dayen is also in talks with an unidentified conglomerate to design a floating platform as big as 
seven football fields to be based in Argentina, said Mr Lim, who is in charge of the project. The 
floating platform - developed with the National University of Singapore in May this year and 
pending international patent - can store crude oil and coal, and can be towed away. Dayen is also 
negotiating to design a smaller platform for an Indonesian coal miner, Mr Lim added. The company 
declined to give more details of the deals, but executive chairman John Lee said an 'average' 
platform the size of six to eight football fields can cost at least US$20 million to build. The platform 
can be constructed in three months to a year, depending on size. 
 
Dayen spent US$5.3 million in December last year buying seven-year mining rights from 
Indonesia-listed PT ATPK Resources, and projects a total gain of up to US$250 million. It expects 
to attract institutional investors to fund its coal mining projects, said former banker Ngoh Keh 
Chiang, newly appointed as managing director of Dayen's corporate office. Dayen continues to 
dabble in sewage treatment projects, including a 1.1 billion yuan (S$216.7 million) project in Inner 
Mongolia announced in April this year. This will be funded from the proceeds from a S$50 million 
convertible notes issue, said Mr Ngoh. Dayen lost S$1.5 million for the half-year ended March 31, 
2008, compared with a loss of S$3.9 million in the same period a year earlier. Trading of Dayen 
shares was halted yesterday. The stock closed at 56 cents on Wednesday. The share price has 
fallen 17.6 per cent since the start of this year. 

  
 Source: Business Times 
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 ECONOMIC HIGHLIGHTS 

  
  

 US manufacturers passing on rising costs 

  

 

(Boston) Faced with energy and metals prices that have risen faster than many executives 
expected this year, US manufacturers are succeeding in pushing through price increases to their 
customers, another signal that inflation could be a growing risk to the US economy. Following 
word on Monday that United Technologies Corp's Carrier air conditioner unit would be raising its 
North American prices by about 6 per cent, executives at other top diversified manufacturers, 
including SPX Corp and Honeywell International Inc said they continue to raise prices. In addition 
to surging oil prices - US crude futures CLc1 last month pushed into record territory above 
US$130 a barrel before settling at US$122.30 on Wednesday - manufacturers are coping with 
higher copper, steel and aluminium prices. 'Material inflation is one of the risks that we are 
managing carefully, but right now we are passing those prices along, and customers seem to be 
begrudgingly accepting them,' said Patrick O'Leary, chief financial officer at SPX.  
 
He noted that about 60 per cent of the company's cost of sales comes from raw materials, 
particularly copper and electrical-grade steel, used in electrical transformers. Speaking to an 
investor conference in New York on Wednesday, Mr O'Leary said SPX offset rising costs in the 
first quarter, adding, 'I don't expect anything different in Q2.' SPX is not alone in its concern about 
steel prices, said Ann Duignan, an analyst at JPMorgan, which organised the investor conference 
this week. 'Steel remains a pain point for nearly all machinery companies,' Ms Duignan wrote in a 
note to clients. Price hikes are also not limited to the industrial sector. Last week Dow Chemical 
Co, the biggest US chemical manufacturer, said it would raise prices by 20 per cent as a result of 
surging energy costs. US wholesale price inflation was 7.8 per cent through the first four months 
of the year, almost double last year's rate, according to Daniel Meckstroth, chief economist at the 
Manufacturers Alliance/MAPI, an Arlington, Virginia-based trade group.  
 
The fact that manufacturers are pushing through price hikes at a time when the economy is 
slowing shows they are running out of ways to offset high energy and metals prices, he added.  
'That is very difficult to do, very difficult to pass on. And it's risky because demand is already 
falling,' Mr Meckstroth said. 'It will add inflationary pressure to the economy. I don't think there is 
any question about it.' Mr Meckstroth said the fact that price hikes are coming in a slowing 
economy and are directly tied to input costs worried him less than if the pressures were more 
broadly felt. 'If it becomes generalised, then the inflationary expectation rises,' he said. 'That's 
when it's dangerous, and that's what we cannot allow to occur.' United Technologies, which also 
makes helicopters and jet engines, raised prices at Carrier, and has also pushed through 
increases at its Otis elevator unit and other building-related businesses. Commodity costs have 
risen faster than the company forecast, a top executive said this week.  
 
'We have seen obviously cost inflation across the business; we've probably seen about US$50 
million of commodity headwind this year that we hadn't planned on,' Greg Hayes, vice-president 
of accounting and finance, said on Tuesday. 'We're pushing price across most of our businesses 
on the commercial side, and it's actually getting traction,' Mr Hayes said. 'You have to push price 
when costs go up.' il prices have jumped about 28 per cent this year, continuing a five-year run 
that has seen the cost of crude quadruple. hat and a more recent surge in food prices have 
stoked worries about inflation. Copper futures are up about 17 per cent so far this year, with 
aluminium up about 20 per cent. We have been really dealing with raw material increases over 
the past couple of years, and what we've been doing is using price and productivity to offset 
those headwinds over the past couple of years and have been actually quite successful,' said 
Murray Grainger, vice-president of investor relations at Honeywell. 

  
   Source: Business Times, Reuters 
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Company Insider No. of Shares
Share Price

(S$)

% Stake before 

transaction

% Stake after 

transaction

Bio-Treat UBS AG 3,230,000 na 4.87 5.23

Midas Hldgs Chew Hua Seng 1,000,000 na 6.99 7.11

Parkway Hldgs Sunil Chandiramani 553,000 2.770 1.28 1.35

Singapore Computer Sys Peter Seah Lim Huat 3,000,000 2.950 0.00 0.00

Adv Integrated Mfg Share Buy-back 126,000 0.130 na 0.93

China Infrastructure Share Buy-back 921,000 0.085 na 2.07

LMA Int'l Share Buy-back 199,000 0.225 na 0.66

SC Global Share Buy-back 130,000 1.27 - 1.28 na 0.03

StarHub Share Buy-back 250,000 2.83 - 2.84 na 0.06

HL Global Enterprises Florence Tay Eng Neo 400,000 0.173 5.64 5.59

Jardine C&C EPF Board of Malaysia 1,000,000 na 6.93 6.64

Keppel Corp Temasek Holdings 457,922 na 22.02 21.99

Unisteel The Capital Group Companies 3,700,000 na 8.67 7.75

# Exercise of Rights issue / Share Options / Convertibles / Warrants / Share Issuance.

## Married deal.

Purchase

Sale

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 INSIDER TRADES HIGHLIGHTS FOR 5 Jun 08 
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 2-Jun 3-Jun 4-Jun 5-Jun 6-Jun

US Data US Data US Data US Data US Data

ISM Manufacturing (May) Factory Orders (Apr) Unit Labour Costs (1Q) Initial Jobless Claims (May 31) Unemployment Rate (May)

ABC Consumer Confidence (Jun 1) Consumer Credit (Apr)

SG Data SG Data SG Data SG Data SG Data

Purchasing Managers Index (May) Foreign Reserves (May)

Electronics Sector Index (May)

SG Results SG Results SG Results SG Results SG Results

Hisaka Holdings (1Q08)

9-Jun 10-Jun 11-Jun 12-Jun 13-Jun

US Data US Data US Data US Data US Data

Pending Home Sales (Apr) Trade Balance (Apr) Fed's Beige Book Advance Retail Sales (May) CPI (May)

Business Inventories (Apr)

SG Data SG Data SG Data SG Data SG Data

Retail Sales (Apr)

SG Results SG Results SG Results SG Results SG Results

China Flexible (2Q08)

16-Jun 17-Jun 18-Jun 19-Jun 20-Jun

US Data US Data US Data US Data US Data

Total Net TIC Flows (Apr) PPI (May) ABC Consumer Confidence (Jun 16) Initial Jobless Claims (Jun 15)

Empire Manufacturing (Jun) NAHB Housing Market Index (Jun) MBA Mortgage Applications (Jun 14) Philadelphia Fed (Jun)

Housing Starts (May)

SG Data SG Data SG Data SG Data SG Data

NODX (May)

Electronic Exports YoY (May)

SG Results SG Results SG Results SG Results SG Results

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 DIARY OF EVENTS 
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Buy: Share price may exceed 10% over the next 12 months  

Trading Buy: Share price may exceed 15% over the next 3 months, however longer-term outlook remains uncertain 

Neutral: Share price may fall within the range of +/- 10% over the next 12 months  

Take Profit: Target price has been attained. Look to accumulate at lower levels  

Sell: Share price may fall by more than 10% over the next 12 months 

Not Rated: Stock is not within regular research coverage 
 

This research is for general distribution. It does not have any regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of 

any specific recipient of this research report. You should independently evaluate particular investments and consult an independent financial 

adviser before making any investments or entering into any transaction in relation to any securities or investment instruments mentioned in this 

report. 

 

The information contained herein has been obtained from sources we believed to be reliable but we do not make any representation or warranty 

nor accept any responsibility or liability as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. Opinions and views expressed in this report are subject to 

change without notice. 

 

This report does not constitute or form part of any offer or solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any securities, DMGAPS and its affiliates, their 
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